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Welcome to int-Forex. We make moving money easy.

Usually, moving money from one country to another is a more complicated that
making a domestic payment. And it's more costly.

So, we created a solution. The money leaving a country, and the money coming into
that country are usually a couple of percent apart. int-Forex matches the people
exporting money with those bringing it in, allowing the exchange to happen without
money moving in and out of the country, so reducing foreign exchange requirements
and the associated costs.

It's easy, costs less, and it's secure.

The system works with the banking system. At present transactions are between
verified bank accounts, but we are planning to transact using mobile money soon too.
We use encryption, and security measures that keep your money safe.

Offers by the parties to a transaction are covered by funds held in trust. When you
make an offer, and it is accepted, you can be sure that the money you want on the
other end is there.

Here is how it works:

int-Forex.com Home screen

We have a demonstration sytem that allows new and prospective users become comfortable with
the system. There are six demonstration accounts using a range of currencies, allowing prospective
users to see how the system works before registering as a client.

The details of the demonstration accounts are on the home page:

Log in using any of the six demonstration users (they all use different currencies showing the rates
that are available):

1. User ID: demo01 password: demo01
2. User ID: demo02 password: demo02
3. User ID: demo03 password: demo03
4. User ID: demo04 password: demo04
5. User ID: demo05 password: demo05
6. User ID: demo06 password: demo06
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Once you are logged in, a demonstration tab appears on the home screen. Click on the
Demonstration tab and test the exchange rates on offer, using the user's currency accounts.

If you want to see more of the demonstration system, click the client functions section of the menu,
and then navigate to the demonstration section. This is covered in more detail later in this manual.

IntForex registration

Instructions:

After registering you will receive an email that provides the details required to activate the account. If
the email address is incorrect, you will have difficulty activating the account.

Some of the details added on registration must be correct to ensure that you have a happy
experience here. Please ensure that:

1. the email address is correct. The email address is used to activate your account and to
authenticate the bank accounts that you use. If the email address is incorrect, operating on
the site becomes impossible. We also use the email address to notify you when offers on
currencies you want become available. We do not share email addresses with anyone, nor
are they be used for any form of advertising. Trust is the most important part of our business.
If we compromise your personal information, we are compromising our business.

2. the userID is easy to remember;
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3. the password is secure. A complex password using characters and numbers is more secure.
Try and combine that rule in a combination that is memorable. Or use a password system
(We use Lastpass).

Encryption is used extensively on key information. We have implemented security measures to keep
your transactions safe. Occasionally you will receive alerts when there is a concern that someone is
trying to breach your account. The notification may cause you minor inconvenience. Please be sure
that these measures are here to protect you.

It is not important that the name and birth date are correct. The correct name will make things easier
when adding accounts, but if you prefer anonymity - that's fine. The birth date is used to create a
unique id. You will receive your unique id with you activation email. It will be used to enhance the
security (and simplify transactions) in the future. It is not important that the birthdate is correct.

Please note:

The option for special notifications will only become available once you have exceeded US$500,000
in cumulative fulfilled transactions.
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IntForex activation

On registration will have received an email giving you the information needed to activate your
account. This is:

1. your user ID, which is required to activate the account, and to log in;
2. your registration ID, which is used for security purposes;
3. your ID number, for information purposes only;
4. your activation code, which is required to activate the account;

Please enter your user ID and registration code on the activation screen to complete the registration
process.

Thank you.
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IntForex login

IntForex home
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IntForex exchange rates

The exchange rates are obtained from the IMB daily. These provide the rates ruling on the date
shown, without any differential, and are used to validate the offers that clients submit.
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IntForex client functions

The clients functions become available on registration.

To become familiar with the system, you can use the demonstration section.

The banking details section allows you to set up bank accounts, and indicate your currency
preferences.

The transaction section is where you can make offers, and lists offers that meet your criteria.

Client settings allows you to change your password, set up the notifications you want to receive, and
change personal details.

Client settings
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IntForex changing the password

Instructions

To change the password:

1. Enter your current password;
2. Enter your new password;
3. Re-enter your new password.
4. Click submit.
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IntForex client notifications

Instructions

We use email notifications for security and to inform clients. The security notifications are obligatory.
The information is optional.

int-Forex can let you know when there are transactions, or changes in the foreign exchange markets
that interest you. You are in control, and this screen lets you manage the notifications you receive.

Click on the search box, and it will list the optional notifications. Tick those that you want to receive.
Then click Ok and then Submit.

If you ever want to change the notifications you receive, use this screen to make the changes.

IntForex editing personal information

Instructions

After updating your details you will receive an email notifying you of the changes that you have
made. If the email address you have provided is incorrect, you will not receive this or any other
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notices. Email notifications are integral to the system security. Failure to provide the correct email
address will make transacting on the system impossible. We do not share email addresses with
anyone, nor are they be used for any form of advertising. Trust is the most important part of our
business. If we compromise your personal information, we are compromising our business.

Encryption is used extensively on key information. We have implemented security measures to keep
your transactions safe. Occasionally you will receive alerts when there is a concern that someone is
trying to breach your account. They may cause you minor inconvenience. Please be aware that
these measures are here to protect you.

It is not really important that the name and birth date are correct. The correct name will make things
easier when adding accounts, but if you prefer anonymity - that's fine. The birth date is used to
create a unique id. You will have received your unique id with you activation email. It will be used to
enhance the security (and simplify transactions) in the future.

Please note:

The option for special notifications will only become available once you have exceeded US$500,000
in cumulative fulfilled transactions.
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IntForex demonstration

The demonstration section of the system is designed to allow users to experiment and become
familiar with the functionality without any risk. This covers: rates, offers list, bank accounts, transfer
preferences, and currency preferences.
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IntForex demonstration rates

Instructions

1. Select the Bank A/C from to choose the currency you have.
2. Enter the amount you would like to exchange.
3. Select the Bank A/C to to choose the currency you want.
4. Click Submit, to see the the exchange rate and the amount of the desired currency will be

given for the amount you have submitted.
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IntForex demonstration currency preferences
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IntForex demonstration currency preferences

Instructions

This screen creates demonstration bank accounts in the country currency combinations selected. To
select:

1. Click the down arrow in the search box. This will list the currencies for which demonstration
accounts exist;

2. Click the box for the currencies of interest;
3. Click Ok. The search box will display the number of boxes selected.
4. Click submit. The system will create the demonstration accounts.
5. Note:

The accounts created are for demonstration purposes only. They are NOT active accounts with any
bank.
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IntForex demonstration currency preferences

Click the down arrow. The list of available currencies is shown. If you wish to find a currency, type
the abbreviation or currency name, and it will appear on the short list. Tick the box for the currency.
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IntForex demonstration currency preferences

Once you have completed ticking the currencies you are interested in, click Ok.

IntForex demonstration currency preferences

The search box will display the number of currencies selected. Click submit to ensure that your
selections are recorded. Changing the selection is easy. Just repeat the process.
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IntForex demonstration bank account list

The currency preferences generates a list of dummy bank accounts in those currencies. This will
allow you to explore the system.

The bank account list displays the information that you will use in the live bank list system.

The amount available tells you the balance of funds that can be allocated to offers.

The Transfer from and Transfer to columns allow you to indicate whether the account how the will be
used, and these selections are used to select offers that interest you. For example, if you have
accounts that belong to suppliers or third parties that you wish to pay, you will only tick the transfer
to. Accounts that belong to you, will possibly have both transfer from, and transfer to boxes ticked. If
you are moving out of a country, you would probably tick the the transfer from box only.
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IntForex demonstration rates

In the live system, this is where offers are placed when there aren't any offers that interest you in the
offers in list.

Instructions

1. Select the Bank A/C from to choose the currency you have.
2. Enter the amount you would like to exchange.
3. Select the Bank A/C to choose the currency you want.
4. Click Submit, to see the the exchange rate and the amount of the desired currency will be

given for the amount you have submitted.
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IntForex demonstration rates

Enter the amount you wish to exchange. If there are insufficient funds in the demonstation trust
account, you will get an error message. Place more funds in the trust account by going to the bank
account list, and entering a figure into the in trust column for the bank account. In the live system,
putting money into the trust account requires giving an instruction to your bank to transfer the funds
into the trust account, and then entering the bank instruction reference into the trust transfer screen.

IntForex demonstration rates

Enter the amount you want. It is best to calculate this in advance. You can use the exchange rate
calculator alongside.

If the amount entered results in an unfavourable exchange rate, the validation system will alert you
that there appears to be an error in the amount entered.

When the error message appears, start by checking that the correct currencies From and to have
been selected. Then check that the correct amount from has been entered. Finally, check that the
exchange rate calculation uses the same currencies and amounts. If everything appears to be
correct, then lower the amount wanted in smallish increments, until the error disappears.
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The exchange rates used to validate the amounts entered on this screen appear on the Exchange
rates screen. These are the IMF rates and are updated daily. These rates can be used as the
definitive test for entering the correct amount.
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IntForex demonstration transfer preferences

Instructions

The offers in list tab displays available offers that interest you. This screen sets up your preferences
for the currencies you prefer to exchange. Select the currencies from and to in the dropdown
selections at the top of the screen, then click [continue]. The system will update your preferences on
your bank accounts to match these preferences. If you have not set up bank accounts with the
currencies, the system will register dummy accounts for you.
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IntForex demonstration transfer preferences

Select the currency from by clicking the search box. The list of available currencies is listed. Click on
the currency you wich to select.
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IntForex demonstration transfer preferences

Alternatively, type the currency code to find the desired currency quickly, and then click on the
currency when it appears.

IntForex demonstration transfer preferences

Then, select the currency you want, using the same technique.
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IntForex demonstration bank account list

As you select the desired currencies, the system will generate dummy bank accounts that you can
use to explore the system's features.

IntForex demonstration transfer preferences

Select a few currencies.
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IntForex demonstration transfer preferences
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IntForex demonstration offers list

Instructions

The offers list is compiled comparing current demonstration offers against currency exchanges that
interest you. Accepting the offer is easy. Enter the amounts that you are offering in the amount from,
and the amount you expect in the amount to. If your offer meets the counter party's requirements,
the transaction instruction will be processed.

In the event that you are using the transfer to pay a third party, say a supplier, the transaction
reference provides the information that they will need to credit you with the amount received. Please
ensure that this is accurately recorded for live transactions, when it is required.

Note:

This is a demonstration screen. Transactions processed here do not have any financial impact. No
transactions will be issued to the bank. Use the transactions section of the system make formal
offers.
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IntForex demonstration offers list

If the offer is accepted, you will receive an email notice of acceptance, and that if this were a live
transaction, the instructions to the bank would be made.

IntForex demonstration rate
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IntForex bank accounts

IntForex banks list

This screen list the client's bank account details. The available balance and the value of outstanding
offers for each account are displayed.

Visit this screen to ensure that you have sufficient funds in trust before making any offers from the
account.
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IntForex add bank account

Instructions

As with all financial transaction data, special care needs to be taken that the details are accurate.
We do have validations to check that the the format of the data is correct. It remains the client's
responsibility to ensure that the details entered are correct.

The most important items of information are:

1. The holder name. In the event that this is incorrect, the bank may delay or refuse the
transactions.

2. IBAN number must be correct. An incorrect IBAN number could result in delays, or that
moneys are transferred to the wrong account. It remains the responsibility of the client to
ensure that these details are correct.

3. The bank account number and SWIFT code are required for banks that are not linked to the
IBAN system.

4. The SWIFT branch is a code that is usually attached as a suffix to the SWIFT code. It is only
required where applicable.

5. The currency must be correct. The currency link to the account is used to determine the
currency used for transactions, and calculations.

6. Bank details, including the name of the bank, the branch name, and the address are used for
verification and to protect agains error. This is a safety feature. Making sure that the details
are correct secures your transaction.

7. The transfer from and transfer to flags affect will decide the counter party offers that are
match your requirements. You should tick at least one of the two flags.

8. The live account flags indicates that the account is a registered bank account. Removing the
check mark will indicate that the account should only be used for demonstration activities,
and will be removed from the transaction sections of the system.

After adding a new bank account you will receive an email to activate the account. This is a security
measure to ensure that only you are able to add new bank accounts. The email will contain a
reference, the last four digits of the IBAN number, and an activation code. Please enter these details
on the Activate account screen.
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IntForex activate account

Instructions

After adding a new bank account, you will have received an email containing the last four characters
of the bank account number, a reference number, and an activation code. Enter the reference
number, and then the activation code, and then click submit.
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This is a security measure to prevent payment to unauthorised transactions.

IntForex banks list

Immediately after activation, the newly added account will appear on the bank account listing.
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IntForex edit bank accounts

There are two methods of selecting the bank account to be edited. There is a search screen at the
top of the edit bank account screen. The other option for selecting an account is shown below.

IntForex edit bank accounts

The second method of selecting an account to be edited is to tick the Select column for the relevan
account on the Bank a/c list screen.
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IntForex edit bank accounts
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IntForex transfer preferences

In the banking section, the transfer preferences allows clients to indicate the direction that they want
to move money. This makes it possible to provide notifications (if the client has elected to receive
notifications) and lists offers that meet these criteria in the Offers in list.

IntForex transfer preferences

Tick the boxes on the right of the screen to indicate whether you are wanting to transfer money from
the account, or to the account, or both.
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IntForex transaction offers
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IntForex trust transfers

Instructions:

The system requires that funds are deposits funds into the trust account before a client can make
foreign exchange offers.

To make deposits:

1. After sending instructions to your bank transferring the funds to you trust account, enter the
details here:

2. Select the bank account that you transferred the funds from;
3. Select the Type as deposit;
4. The transaction reference provided by the bank.

Funds that are held in trust can be withdrawn, provided there are no outstanding offers covered by
the amount in trust.

For withdrawals:

1. Select the account that you wish to have trust funds refunded to;
2. Enter the amount you wish to withdraw. This amount is limited to the amount in trust, less the

total of any active offers in the currency covered by the trust.
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IntForex transactions

IntForex banks list
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IntForex offers (rates)

Instructions

1. Select the Bank A/C from to choose the currency you have.
2. Enter the amount you would like to exchange.
3. Select the Bank A/C to choose the currency you want.
4. Click Submit, to see the the exchange rate and the amount of the desired currency will be

given for the amount you have submitted.

IntForex transactions
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IntForex transactions offers in list

Instructions

The list is compiled comparing current offers against currency exchanges that interest you.
Accepting the offer is is easy. Enter the amounts that you are offering in the amount from, and the
amount you expect in the amount to. If your offer meets the counter party's requirements, the
transaction instruction will be processed.

In the event that you are using the transfer to pay a third party, say a supplier, the transaction
reference provides the information that they will need to credit you with the amount received. Please
ensure that this is accurately recorded for live transactions, when it is required.

Note:

Transactions processed here will paid from the amounts that have been placed in trust. If there are
insufficient funds in trust, the system will detect this and issue a warning that the transaction cannot
be processed until sufficient funds are in trust.

IntForex transactions trust transfers

Instructions:

The system requires that clients deposit funds into the trust account before they can make foreign
exchange offers.

To make deposits:

1. After sending instructions to your bank transferring the funds to you trust account, enter the
details here:
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2. Select the bank account that you transferred the funds from;
3. Select the Type as deposit;
4. The transaction reference provided by the bank.

Funds that are held in trust can be withdrawn, provided there are no outstanding offers covered by
the amount in trust.

For withdrawals:

1. Select the account that you wish to have trust funds refunded to;
2. Enter the amount you wish to withdraw. This amount is limited to the amount in trust, less the

total of any active offers in the currency covered by the trust.

Case study 1

We've created some examples.

A prospective client wants to buy a house in Spain. The client has money in Australia. The lawyer
representing the sellers has provided the account into which the funds must be transferred. Here are
the steps:

1. The client must register;
2. Activate the new account;
3. Add both the bank accounts, the client's account in Australia and the lawyer's trust account in

Spain;
4. Both accounts must be activated;
5. Funds must be placed in trust for the Australian account from which the funds are being

transferred;
6. The final step is to place an offer. The payment will be made as counter parties take up the

client's offer. The client will be notified that the lawyer has been paid. Easy.
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Case study 2

The client lives in India, and is taking up residence in Switzerland. The client's funds are in India. His
bank has confirmed that they can transfer the money the account he has registered in Switzerland,
but the exchange rate differential means that it will cost him almost 4% of the amount being
transferred. He has a bank account in the UAE, and the cost of transferring his money to that
account is minimal, but the account does not allow him to make international transfers. Here is how
the client solves the problem:

1. Being new to int-Forex, the client must register;
2. Activate the new account;
3. Add both the bank accounts, the account in UAE and the account in Switzerland;
4. Both accounts must be activated;
5. He transfers the money to the account in the UAE, and then places the funds in trust in the

UAE.
6. He indicates his transfer preferences to take offers from the UAE to Switzerland.
7. He let's us know that he wants to be notified of offers that meet his needs in the client

notifications section.
8. After receiving an email of the offers that meet his needs, he takes up the offers in the offers

in list screen of transactions. Solved.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

1. Is my money secure?
Yes it is. Security is a primary concern. We make sure that funds are in place on both sides
before processing a transaction.
We use encryption to protect key pieces of information.
We use email notifications to authenticate added bank accounts, and when transactions take
place on any of your accounts.
Money held in trust is held in trust with the world's leading financial institutions.

2. When I registered, the sytem asked me for my language preference, but everything is
in English?
The system is designed to be multilingual, and this will be implemented once the translations
are ready. Please bear with us.

3. The currency that I want does not appear on the system?
Right now, the system is limited to currencies that conform to the IBAN system for their bank
accounts. This will be expanded to currencies that use the SWIFT system, and mobile
money.

4. There aren't any offers for the currency that I want?
If there isn't an existing offer, place an offer. We will notify customers that are interested in
the reciprocal currencies that there is an offer waiting for them.
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5. Is my personal information kept private?
Yes it is. We are based in Switzerland, and we take privacy as seriously as the banks here
do. Please read the privacy policy.

6. How do I know that this isn't a scam?
You don't. We need to build your trust. Give us a little, and we will be happy to prove that
your trust was well placed. And we are based in Switzerland. The authorities here will be
quick to shut us down if we're doing anything illegal.
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